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1  Expectations 
How can you operate a successful business if you have not outlined 
and documented your expectations?  Start with a clean sheet of paper 
and make a list of what you expect to achieve as a result of your hard 
effort. 
 
 

2 Greatest Challenges 

Take a moment to list the greatest challenges to your becoming successful.  If you don’t recog-
nize your obstacles how can you overcome them? 
 
 

3 Business Plan 

A business plan is like a roadmap.  Without it you will simply move 
through the maze not ever knowing where you will end up. 
 
 

4 Organization Chart 

This document lays out who reports to who in the organization.  It should be posted for all team 
members to see and to understand. 
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5  Position Descriptions 

Without formal, written position descriptions your employees will have no reference on which 
to base their primary duties and responsibilities.  In addition, it’s a great idea to let co-workers 
see everyone else’s position description.  This helps put the pieces of the organization together. 
 
 

6 Outside Professionals 

Utilize the services of your outside Attorney, CPA and business consult-
ants to your advantage.  Carefully watch and control their costs.  If you’re 
not getting value, bring it to a halt before the costs eat you up. 
 
 

7 Business Insurance 

Know what coverage you’ve got.  Have what you need for your level of risk and no more than 
that.  And, don’t overlook the importance of obtaining competitive premium quotations at least 
every two years. 
 
 

8 Likes and Dislikes 

What do you like most about the business?  What do you like the 
least?  If the plusses don’t outweigh the minuses you might be 
setting yourself up for failure. 
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9 Annual Operating Budget 

 It is important to have an annual departmentalized operating budget.  Without a budget you 
may be spinning your wheels in a no-win situation.  Plan your results and monitor and compare 
your actual achievements to your plan. 
 
 

10 Legal Business Entity 

There are a bunch of choices….. C-Corp, S-Corp, Proprietorship, LLC, LLP, 
etc.  Make certain that your business entity affords proper liability protection 
while minimizing taxes. 
 
 

11 Working “ON” and “IN” 

You must always find some time to work “ON” the business.  Small business owners typically 
spend most of their time working “IN” the business.  You must find time to do some visioning 
in order to know where the business has been, where it is at the moment and where you want it 
to go.  Take off the fireman’s hat whenever you can. 
 
 

12 Mold Issues 

Make certain that your business insurance has mold coverage.  More and 
more policies are now excluding mold and/or fungus coverage.  It is a rap-
idly growing area of concern and potential litigation.  Determine what your 
company’s role will or will not be in this critical area. 
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13 Telephone Answering 

I strongly recommend telephone answering by a real, live and personable 
and outgoing humanoid.  A telephone caller’s first impression of your 
company is the response that he or she receives on the telephone.  Call 
your own company some time and see how you are handled. 
 
 

14 Inventory Control 

Make certain that your inventory is secured and that issues, returns and usage are well docu-
mented.  Periodic physical inventories are an absolute must. 
 
 

15 Time Sheets 

Time sheets should be designed and utilized by all direct labor 
(field) employees to record their daily time.  It should detail the time 
spent on each service or installation job, the time spent on lunch or 
breaks, vacation and holiday time , meetings and the like. 
 
 

16 Service History 

This is part of CRM or Customer Relationship Management.You need to know about your cus-
tomers….their equipment, their service records, who was out last and when. 
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17 Job Cost 

You should be tracking the profitability of each and every job.  Then you should compare the 
actual to your job estimate focusing on costs for equipment, materials, direct labor and burden, 
permits, all other direct job costs and warranty work. 
 
 

18 Wireless Technology 

Most contractors utilize 2-way radios for call dispatching and 
communication with field employees.  Today, there is a whole 
new array of hardware and software options available to contrac-
tors. Pricing appears to be heading south.  Keep up with what’s 
available but don’t jump unless you can afford it and insist on 
obtaining user references before making the buying decision. 
 
 

19 Incoming Mail 

You should retrieve the incoming mail from the postman (or post woman) or from the postal 
box and you should be the one to open all of the mail.  It’s amazing what all can be learned 
about your business just by opening the mail. 
 
 

20 Facility and Vehicle Keys 

Have a lockable key box in your office which contains properly tagged spare keys 
to all locks, doors and vehicles.  You would be amazed to find out how much 
money is spent annually by contractors for locksmiths and for replacing windows 
broken to gain access by employees. 
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21 Facilities Security 

Have an effective centrally monitored alarm system which includes entry/exit data recording by 
employee as well as smoke and fire protection.  Be sure to change access codes as appropriate 
to maintain system integrity.  Have adequate exterior lighting around the facility and surround-
ing outdoor parking and storage areas. 
 
 

22 Office Facility 

Remember, this is the home away from home for you and your em-
ployees.  Make it attractive, comfortable and professional.  The 
impression given to your employees, to your vendors and to your 
customers is quite important. 
 
 

23 Office HVAC System 

Don’t forget to periodically maintain the mechanical systems which provide indoor comfort to 
your offices.  The old story holds true….. The cobbler usually has holes in his shoes.  Without 
proper maintenance, your utility bill increases, comfort level decreases and …….. oh, you al-
ready know all that. 
 
 

24 Vehicle Fuel Control 

Have a system in place whereby you can control vehicle refueling.  You should 
be able to monitor mileage, date, time and location of refueling as well as quantity and type of 
fuel used per vehicle.  Many systems also calculate fuel economy in miles per gallon. 
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25 Vehicle Oil Changes 

Have a system which records all oil changes and monitor closely to insure 
that oil is being changed according to your prescribed schedule.  Adher-
ence to an oil change interval standard should lead to extended vehicle 
life and and greatly reduced vehicle repairs. 
 
 

26 Vehicle Use Policy 

Commit to writing your policy on the use of company vehicles.  This will include do’s and 
don'ts and will clearly define the assigned driver’s duties and responsibilities regarding the use 
and care of company vehicles.  
 
 

27 Vehicle Security 

Make certain that the vehicles are kept locked at all times. Insure that ladders are secured to lad-
der racks via chains and locks.  Install security and back-up alarms and consider dark tinting on 
side and rear exterior glass. 
 
 

28 Vehicle Repairs 

Find a primary and a secondary repair shop which you can trust and 
make all repairs on a purchase order.  If practical, keep a spare vehicle 
for emergency breakdown use.  Keep accurate vehicle repair records.  
Finally, keep up with timely vehicle inspections and license registra-
tions. 
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29 Vehicle Safety 

Make certain that all vehicles have fire extinguishers, first aid kits, MSDS books, in case of ac-
cident folders and the like. Take a periodic inventory of those items to insure that they haven’t 
walked away. 
 
 

30 Cash Flow  
                 Budgeting 
 
Look ahead and plan for cash requirements.  Know your income 
and outgo projections on a weekly basis.  Business may seem good 
but running out of cash is definitely bad.  On the flip side, having 
money in the bank doesn’t necessarily indicate that you are mak-
ing money 
 
 

31 Timely Financial  
                  Statements 
 
A monthly departmentalized profit & loss statement as well as a balance sheet are business im-
peratives.  They must be realistically accurate and should be received no later than the tenth of 
the following month.  And, if you don’t understand them, get 
help immediately. 
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32 “Know Your Numbers  
                   Cold” 
 
This is one of my favorite adages.  This takes a huge effort but will pay off over the long haul.  
It’s your business.  No one cares about the numbers as much as you should care about them. 
 
 

33 Control The Cash 

Watch out here!  It’s amazing how easily cash can “grow legs.”  Make sure that you have sys-
tems and procedures in place to track the flow of cash in your business.  The petty cash 
box……keep it locked and reconcile the expenses to the remaining cash on a monthly basis. 
 
 

34 Check Signing 

You are the owner. It’s your company. You better sign all of the checks. 
And, keep blank checks in a secure location.  
 
 

35 Working Capital 

You cannot grow your company without sufficient working capital.  As a 
fairly good rule of thumb, you should have liquid working capital of 
roughly 10 % of annual sales. 
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36 Revolving Line of Credit 

This is also know as a R.L.O.C., a bank loan set up to help you get through tougher times.  And, 
like other bank loans, it’s good to arrange to borrow money when you need it the least. 
 
 

37 Grow Your Business 

A word to the wise…… 
 
 Grow your business without growing yourself out of business! 
 
 

38 Direct Labor Burden 

This is the sum of the various costs associated with direct labor (field employees.)  Generally 
accepted items include payroll taxes (FICA, FUTA, SUTA), workers compensation insurance 
(or the “equivalent”), group health and life insurance and 401k and/or profit sharing company 
contributions. 
 
 

39 Cost of Sales 

These items include costs of equipment (HVAC), materi-
als, direct labor, direct labor burden, permits, sub-contracts, 
other direct job costs, employee spiffs and sales commis-
sions. 
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40 Company Credit Cards 

Limit credit card (VISA, MC, AMEX, etc.) possession and use to company 
owners only.  Often a credit card in an employee’s hand can turn to disas-
ter.  Unfortunately, there is considerable credit card fraud and theft of card 
numbers in our society. 
 
 

41 Payroll Tax Payments 

Make certain that your payroll tax payments are made on a timely basis.  If you delegate this 
task you better follow up that it is being handled on a non-exception basis.  You should verify 
that deposits have been made and cleared the bank by personally examining your bank state-
ments and cancelled checks. 
 
 

42 Bank Statements 

As the business owner, you should open all of the bank statements and perform a review to 
make certain that all payees are recognizable.  You should verify that check signatures are in-
deed yours and not that of an employee forging your signature. 
 
 

43 Computerization 

If at all possible the computer system should be implemented prior to start-
ing the business.  This gets the business off on the right foot creating a fo-
cus on measuring performance and results. 
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44 Computer Software 

Get the best software that you can afford, learn it thoroughly and hang on to it.  
Don’t be switching software every time a new product emerges.  Changing 
software is expensive and causes great stress and trauma to your organization. 
 
 

45 Computer Security 

Make certain that access to vital and secure computer systems and information is controlled. 
And, what about your backup system?  Hard drives eventually crash.  
It’s  only a matter of when.  You should be making daily backups and 
taking them off site. 
 
 

46 Internet Usage 

The rage is the Internet.  It’s now in a huge percentage of homes and offices.  It is an informa-
tion infinity.  But, it can be a time killer.  You should have an Internet policy for your company 
and you should be enforcing it. And, don’t forget the importance of adequate and updated virus 
protection. 
 
 

47 Business Mix 

Diversification of business mix is often a critical key to survival during slow times.  Although it 
is more complex and challenging to include both residential and commercial offerings, it nor-
mally pays off over the long haul.  And, above all, don’t underestimate the value of service 
agreements to your organization. 
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48 Employee Expectations 

Let your employees know your expectations and don’t forget to ask them of their expectations.  
Open lines of communications with your people are vitally important to your organization. 

49 Career Path 

Your people want to know what’s ahead for them.  What are their ad-
vancement possibilities and what’s in it for them and their pocketbooks?  
What do they need to do, what do they need to accomplish, to get there? 
 

50 Adding Employees 

Be on the lookout for great employees at all times.  You’ll never know when an excellent hire 
opportunity will surface.  Even if you’re not needing to add a person today, you might consider 
a “bench trade.” 
 
 

51 Employee  
                 Personality  
                 Testing 

Don’t always rely on your gut feel. Some excellent personality testing 
software, such as Hire Dimension’s Drake P3, is an excellent tool 
which can be efficiently used to determine an employee’s personality 
traits. Does the employee have the traits required of the position? 
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52 Drug Testing &  
                 Backgrounds 
 
You should have a Drug Policy in place and you should perform 
drug testing and background investigations of all new employees.  
Don’t buy potential trouble if you can possibly avoid it. Employ-
ees make or break a company. 
 

53 Policy Manual 

A Policy Manual is a must and should be given to each employee on his or her first day.  A 
form acknowledging receipt of the Policy Manual should be signed by the employee and placed 
in the employee’s personnel file. 
 

54 Safety Manual 

A formal Safety Program should be established and communicated to each employee in a 
Safety Manual.  Safety must be given constant focus in your organization.  A well documented 
program can often result in reduced insurance costs. 
 

55 Employee Logo Shirts 

Attractive and inexpensive logo shirts, typically costing around $25.00, are excellent for image 
and company culture building.  Consider supplying shirts to all sales personnel and providing a 
split-the-cost program with other employees. 
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56 Employee Identification  
                 Tags 
 
All employees, especially those in the field, should wear professional, laminated identification 
tags or badges containing such information  as company name, employee name and title and 
photograph. Perhaps you might add company telephone number, license number and website.  
Customer perception is usually enhanced. 
 

57 Employee Uniforms 

Field employees should always portray a professional appearance.  Clean, 
pressed uniform shirts bearing appropriate patches are the norm. My pref-
erence is that employees are responsible for their own cleaning and press-
ing. 
 

58 Employee Benefits 

It’s not just the money that’s important.  Health insurance, life insurance, 
401k and Cafeteria Plans, vacations, holidays are all critical in seeking 
and retaining quality employees. 
 

59 Employee Reviews 

All new hires should be given a probationary review no later than after ninety days of service.  
If a review is needed before that time, by all means, do it. Thereafter, a thorough review should 
be conducted with each employee at each anniversary date.  Be timely, it’s important. 
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60 Employee Turnover 

Most business owners overlook the importance of minimizing employee turnover.  They have 
no idea of the cost of high turnover.  Think about all of the implications and let this be a priority 
in your business plan. 
 

61 Treat Employees Like  
                 Family 
 
Treat your employees like family.  Send them birthday cards, anniversary 
cards, special thank you notes and, above all, thank them privately and pub-
licly for a job well done.  We all like some praise. 
 

62 Advertising – A Plan 

Make certain that you have a detailed annual advertising plan in place prior to 
beginning your physical year.  You should lay out your advertising activities by 
month and by cost.  If you need professional help, get it. 
 

63 Track Advertising Results 

You must monitor and track the results of your advertising efforts.  If it doesn’t pay, don’t do it.  
But, above all, you absolutely must track your efforts and analyze the results. 
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64 Messages-on-hold 

This is an excellent method of reminding callers of important information about your company 
while they are stuck on hold.  Tell them about company and/or employee awards and achieve-
ments, tell them about your product offerings and seasonal special promotions, talk about the 
importance of service agreements and thank them for holding.  Background music, if utilized, 
should be pleasant. 
 

65 Mobile Marketing 

Take a look at your vehicles.  Are they attractive?  Are they clean?  Do they 
promote your company?  If you can’t answer yes to all of these questions, 
change them. 
 

66 Website 

This is certainly one of the newest tools of the trade.  It can be useful in communicating your 
company’s offerings to potential and existing customers and can be a great place to attract 
qualified employees.  Keep it fresh and easy to navigate.  There’s plenty of professional help 
available. 
 

67 Co-op Advertising 

Use co-op advertising funds as gravy.  You should focus your advertising 
dollars on promoting your company and your offerings.  And don’t forget 
to get all the funds due to you through your purchases.  
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68 Yellow Pages 

This is a deep yellow hole into which contractors pour coveted, valuable dollars.  Analyze your 
Yellow Pages effectiveness.  Look at your cost per lead or cost per service opportunity and, 
very importantly, look at the associated closing ratio.  Most contractors are amazed to find that 
their Yellow Pages investment yields a pathetic return. 
 

69 Public Relations 

Make the news……. Do some good for the community……..Get mileage 
out of your efforts. 
 

70 Customer Retention 

You probably spend money to attract new customers and to generate sales leads.  How much do 
you spend for a single new customer or a single sales lead?  You need to devote a portion of 
your annual advertising budget to customer retention. 
 

71 Sales 

Everyone in the company should be involved in sales.  All em-
ployees should have business cards to offer to friends, family 
and prospective and existing customers.  Constant focus on 
sales is an absolute requirement for success. 
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72 Sales Goals 

All personnel should see the established monthly sales goals by depart-
ment and by sales professional. They should also see the tally of actual 
sales. 
 

73 Sales Lead Control 

Each sales lead should be documented to include lead source, lead disposition (given to who to 
handle) and lead result (what happened to the lead.)  An analysis of all leads should be per-
formed at least annually. 
 

74 Sales Closing Ratios 

You should be analyzing sales leads sold as a percentage of total sales leads given to each sales 
employee on a monthly basis.  Compare results among your sales people and let some peer 
pressure take hold. 
 

75 Estimating 

Know your true costs before attempting to organize your estimating proce-
dure.  This includes equipment, parts and materials costs, direct labor 
and labor burden costs and typical other direct job costs like permit 
fees, crane and other subcontract charges.  Don’t forget to include 
a cost for warranty reserve. 
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76 Estimating For Profit 

 Do not fail to include a reasonable profit in each and every estimate.  How can you expect to 
earn a profit if you don’t include a desired profit in every job or service call? 
 

77 Area Bill-out Survey 

Either offer yourself or have a third party perform an annual area bill-out survey among the 
area’s leading contractors.  Make it totally anonymous and collect comparative information on 
hourly bill-out rates, parts markups, hours of operation, over-time policy and the like.  Summa-
rize the results and distribute to all of the participants. 
 

78 Cost Updating 

You should maintain a list of all standard parts and materials 
which you frequently purchase and use in your business.  Peri-
odically submit this list to your primary and secondary suppliers 
in order to get competitive price quotes. 
 

79 Estimating Consistency 

Document your estimating procedures and stick to them.  Insure that all personnel involved in 
the estimating process utilize the same process.  Customers get skittish when they notice an in-
consistency in your estimates. 
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80 Parts Markup 

Establish a formal parts markup schedule which should be consistently used throughout your 
organization.  This is typically a multi-tiered schedule with a markup determined by the raw 
cost of the part. 
 

81 Freight Charges 

Freight charges should be included in the cost of the part.  The cost of 
any inbound freight should be added to the raw cost of the part and 
marked up as a unit. 
 

82 Menu Replacement Pricing 

Residential replacement pricing should be menu driven.  It should be simple to follow and 
should include individual component and complete system pricing with all efficiency and ac-
cessory options. 
 

83 Flat Rate Pricing 

The generally accepted and preferred form of pricing for residential 
service is Flat Rate or Customer Assurance Pricing.  Here, the cus-
tomer knows up front what to expect in the way of cost.  It also 
masks the inconsistency in required repair times by different service 
personnel. 
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84 Pricing Updates 

Don’t forget to make a complete review of your pricing strategy annually.  You should have a 
checklist containing all elements of pricing.  This includes, but is not limited, to markup sched-
ules, menu pricing, direct labor costs, direct labor burden, discount schedules and normal versus 
overtime operating hours. 
 

85 Customer Invoicing 

Check the accuracy of your billing or invoicing.  Make certain that it is 
priced correctly and that the mathematical calculations, including sales tax, if 
applicable, are correct. 
 

86 Dual Overhead Recovery 

Do not attempt to utilize the dual overhead recovery method of pricing unless you have all of 
your financial reporting under control, you receive monthly financial statements and you under-
stand them and the entire process of this method of recovering overhead.  Caution!  It’s easy to 
get into trouble on this one. 
 

87 Purchase Orders 

Make no purchases of equipment, parts and supplies without a Purchase 
Order.  Require all of your vendors to refuse accepting an order without a 
P.O. And, advise that if their invoice comes in to your office without a 
P.O., it could be subject to non-payment. 
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88 Minimize Number  
                 Of Vendors 
 
Try to restrict your purchases to as few a number of vendors as possible and practical.  This 
normally translates into less overhead for processing paperwork and payments and usually re-
sults in improved pricing.  Good relationships with vendors can certainly have a positive affect 
on your business. 
 

89 Employee Tool Purchases 

Remember, no purchases without a P.O.  Have the employee sign a 
form which authorizes you to withhold a specific amount from each 
paycheck. 
 

90 Warranty Parts 

This subject is mighty important.  It can be a huge drain on your profits. Control the purchase of 
warranty parts and control the required paperwork and return of those parts.  Make certain that 
warranty parts credits are received in a timely manner to effectively offset their cost. Do not pay 
warranty parts invoices.  How do you recover the cost of handling these parts????? 
 

91 Credit Policy 

All residential work should be COD.  You should have a customer 
account information form for every commercial customer to which you extend credit.  Among 
other things the form should include the legal name of the company including any associated 
DBA’s, current banking relationships, names and titles of owners and/or officers and three 
credit references.  You should assign a maximum credit limit to each customer. 
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92 Collection Policy 

One individual in your organization should be assigned the responsibility and authority for ex-
tending credit and for the collection of accounts receivable.  A bi-monthly accounts receivable 
“aging” is a must.  This places outstanding invoices in a manageable format grouped by cus-
tomer and by age of invoice (current-30-60-90 + days outstanding.) 
 

93 Service Invoice Control 

All service invoices should be pre-numbered and issued to each 
Service Technician by number.  When they are returned they 
should be checked off in a control log.  If invoices seem to be 
missing for a while the individual to whom they were issued 
should be querried. It’s amazing what you might find. 
 

94 Invoicing 

Invoices should be sent in a timely manner.  If you don’t invoice the customer, how can you 
expect to get paid?  And, at the end of the month, you should send out customer statements 
which documents the invoicing and payments received history.  Some customers will not make 
a payment without first receiving a statement.  Frankly, some customers pay only from their 
statement without even looking at the individual invoices. 
 

95 Bad Debt 

You should be expensing and accruing a small portion of your expected an-
nual bad debt (write-offs) on a monthly basis.  Prior to the end of your 
physical year you should review all potential write-offs and make decisions 
to convert from accrual to an actual expense.  
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96 Unprofitable Customers 

Some customers want everything for free.  Some are always late payers.  Some 
always complain but continue to call you for service or for a job.  Some custom-
ers are belligerent to your employees.  It’s hard to do, but you must occasionally 
consider firing a customer. 
 
 

97 Accounts Payable 

Always match vendor invoices to purchase orders and to receiving documents.  Be especially 
careful to match invoiced amounts to purchase order amounts and make certain that the quanti-
ties received match quantities ordered. 
 

98 ACCA MIX Groups 

You should belong to your industry’s leading trade association, the Air Conditioning Contrac-
tors of America (ACCA.)  Through membership in ACCA you should investigate becoming a 
member of a MIX group.  This stands for Management Information EXchange Group.  On a 
personal note, this has been a primary reason for my success as an HVAC contractor. 
 

99 Lifestyle Balance 

Make certain that your schedule includes time for vacations, for 
enjoying hobbies, for spending quality time with family and 
friends and for exercise.  Health, both physical and mental, are 
vitally necessary and often overlooked ingredients for business 
success. 
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100 A Final Reminder 

Most contractors fail not for a lack of solid, excellent knowledge and ideas, but for a lack of 
execution. 
 

 An Idea Without Action Is Only a Dream! 

Lee Rosenberg 
Lee Rosenberg is the Chairman of the Board for Service Nation Inc. (d/b/a Service Roundta-
ble) and President of the Lee Rosenberg HVAC Consulting Group.  Lee is a Past National 
Chairman of the Air Conditioning Contractors of America and Founder and former Presi-
dent’s Advisory Council member of Blue Dot Services.  He current serves on the Citizens 
Advisory Committee of City Public Service in San Antonio, on the Air Conditioning Advisory 
Committee of St. Phillips College, and is the Chairman of the Texas Department of Licens-
ing and Regulation’s Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Contractors Advisory Board.  Lee 
can be reached at lee.rosenberg@serviceroundtable.com or at (210) 479-1830.   
 

The Service Roundtable 
The Service Roundtable is the world’s largest private contractor group.  Serving the Plumb-
ing and HVAC industries, the Service Roundtable is an Internet based alliance of independ-
ent contracting companies who benefit from an influx of sales, marketing, and business tools 
on a weekly basis, plus enhanced networking.  The Service Roundtable’s website is 
www.serviceroundtable.com. 
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